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WELCOME TO EFFORTI

An evidence-based tool to develop and evaluate gender equality measures and programmes

AN INTRODUCTORY 
GUIDE TO THE EFFORTI 
TOOLBOX 2.0
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EFFORT I  Snapshot
What &  How

Measures to promote 
gender equality (GE)

Research and
innovation (R&I) results

• Documentation. It is a holistic tool that helps you to analyse how GE 
interventions may contribute to the achievement of GE objectives and may also 
stimulate R&I effects as well. 

• Multidimensional Evaluation. The tool shows you how to conduct a sound and
comprehensive evaluation of GE interventions and suggests potential GE but also R&I 
output, outcome and impact indicators. 

• Context consideration. The tool supports you in taking potentially relevant context 
factors into account in the planning and evaluation of GE measures.

context

Gender equality results
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Ref lect ions
Expec t a t i on s and P rac t i c ab i l i t y

The EFFORTI Toolbox itself does not

• provide a benchmark; • judge or evaluate your measures;

• provide a measure of effectiveness, 
efficiency or feasibility of your measure; 

• work autonomously, it lives from input and
information fed into the tool. 

• Evaluation is always a unique process: A one-size-fits-all approach is not suitable
• Impact is highly dependent on the specific context
• Complex and dynamic environments: 

− No short-term, direct impact measurement
− No linear causal relationships, complex interactions

• The more background knowledge (and reading) you have (concepts, methodology, 
frameworks) the better you will understand the tool‘s utility and can benefit from it

EFFORTI is an instrument that supports you in designing your own program
plan and model potential impact pathways by providing a thought-provoking, 

thereotically sound framework and methodology. 

Intervention Impact
Attribution

Contribution

×

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
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Get t ing Star ted
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EFFORT I ‘ s Three Key Components

1. Impact Story 
Knowledge Base 

Follow the impact pathways to
get ideas

Inspiration 

2. Programme Theory Generator 
Create and visualize your own

programme theory based on the
EFFORTI template

Creation

3. Evaluation Framework 
Find here our reports and further

information material 

Reading
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1. Impact Story Knowledge Base
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1 .  Impact  S tory  Knowledge Base
Pa thway s to Impac t
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1 .  Impact  S tory  Knowledge Base
Pa thway s to Impac t  

example: transparent promotion system

example: mentoring programme for early career researchers

example: increase number of women in leadership positions

You can choose your desired starting
point out of three possible entry points
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1 .  Impact  S tory  Knowledge Base
Pa thway s to Impac t  

example: transparent promotion system

In each of the three 
potential starting 

sections you can select 
from a list of entries 

(e.g. interventions) from 
the existing knowledge 

base to get more 
specific information
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1 .  Impact  S tory  Knowledge Base
Pa thway s to Impac t  

After defining the objectives, 
indicators and interventions that

are relevant to your specific gender
equality intervention, the toolbox
shows a list of potential outputs, 
outcomes and impacts that might

result from your selected
intervention(s). These effects
are presented jointly with a 
list of suitable indicators. 

This overview can be read as an 
ideal-type impact pathway for a 
specific type of GE intervention
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1 .  Impact  S tory  Knowledge Base
Pa thway s to Impac t  

By clicking on a specific
indicator, the tools opens an 
information box that shows
the indicator‘s definition and
further information to specify

the indicator, such as e.g. 
aggregation level or data

collection method

By clicking on PDF, the tool creates
a multiple-page-document with a 

thorough explanation of the impact
story you are interested in with a list

of suitable indicators and further
information, such as e.g. 
intervention definitions or

contextual influence factors
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1 .  Impact  S tory  Knowledge Base
Netwo rk :  I n t e r ven t i on s &  I nd i ca to r s

At the end of the process, 
you can click on <view> 
(eye) to get directed to a 
network of interventions

and suitable output, 
outcome and impact

indicators. 

By clicking on an 
intervention, all indicators

that match the
intervention are

highlighted in colour
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2. Programme Theory Generator 
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2 .  P rogramme Theory Generator  
F rom Theo r y to P r ac t i c a l App l i c a t i on

Example

The programme theory generator (right) represents the practical tool that helps you to generate your own customized programme
theory. It reflects the intervention logic model (left), i.e. a stylized model which comprises the main elements of a programme theory
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This instrument
supports you in 

creating and visualizing
your own programme
theory based on an 
existing template.  
Besides selectable

entry suggestions and
examples, in this

section you can freely
define, formulate and
enter all components
relevant to your own
customized program

theory

2 .  P rogramme Theory Generator  
C rea t i ng you r own P rog ramme Theo r y

The process of creating
a customized

programme theory is
illustrated with an 

example, i.e. 
“Establishment of a 
Career Center for

Female Excellence“
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2 .  P rogramme Theory Generator  
C rea t i ng you r own P rog ramme Theo r y
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2 .  P rogramme Theory Generator  
C rea t i ng you r own P rog ramme Theo r y
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2 .  P rogramme Theory Generator  
C rea t i ng you r own P rog ramme Theo r y
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2 .  P rogramme Theory Generator  
C rea t i ng you r own P rog ramme Theo r y

A further important component of your programme theory is context, i.e. the
macro-, meso- and micro-environments in which the effects of your chosen

gender equality measures and activities occur. Under <Toogle Context> you can
reflect on potential policy-, organizational- and team-specific context factors that

might shape and influence the strength and direction of these effects

The <Guidelines> section provides you with
comprehensive information on why and how

you should consider the context when
evaluating the effects of your gender

equality measures
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2 .  P rogramme Theory Generator  
C rea t i ng you r own P rog ramme Theo r y
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2 .  P rogramme Theory Generator  
C rea t i ng you r own P rog ram Theo r y

After filling in all five
sequences/tabs and the

context variables, you can
click on <view> to receive
an overview of your newly

generated programme
theory. By clicking on PDF, 

you receive your progamme
theory embedded in the
intervention logic model

template
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3. Evaluation Framework 
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3 .  Eva luat ion Framework  
Documen t and Repo r t  Da taba se  

EFFORTI‘s third component is a wiki-style knowledge base that is comprised of a diversified set of reports, analyses and key
literature to provide you with an in-depth insight into the project‘s evolution. Project-specific reports and background reading can

help you better understand the key components, underlying rationales and utility of EFFORTI and stimulate critical thinking on 
potential fields of application. Among further more generic reports, the wiki does e.g. include a comprehensive overview of the

multidimensional effects of gender diversity/equality on a wide range of performance measures.  

Project Reports

•EFFORTI Toolbox 
1.0

•Case Study 
Synthesis Report

•Country Reports
•Comparative 
Background

•Main Findings
Context Analysis 

Information 
Material

•List of indicators
•40 GE 
Intervention types

•Key Results and 
Recommendations

•17 Impact Stories 
+ Logframes 

Summary Papers

•Context Factors
•Case Studies
•Evaluation 
Framework

•Performance 
Effects

Guidelines and
Standards

•Context Factor
Guideline

•fteval Standards
•SEVAL Standards

Scientific Outputs

•Manuscripts of
scientific articles

•Conference 
proceedings

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Evaluation �framework �Document & report database� 
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